Review: heterocyclic antidepressants and rational psychological therapies are effective in older patients with mild to moderate depression


Question
In older ambulatory patients with depression, how effective are acute phase pharmacological and psychological treatments?

Data sources
Studies were identified by searching Medline (1981 to March 1995) using the subject headings depressive disorder, depression, aged, and clinical trials; and by searching PsycINFO (1984 to March 1995) using the subject headings major depression, aged, and therapy or treatment. Additional studies were identified by reviewing the bibliographies of articles and books.

Study selection
English or French language original studies were selected if they evaluated the effectiveness of acute phase pharmacological or psychological treatment using a prospective controlled study design in patients ≥55 years of age with depression in an outpatient, community, or nursing home setting.

Data extraction
Data were extracted on sample size, mean depression rating scale scores at the beginning and end of treatment for each study group, standard deviations of the post treatment scores, and the p value for the after treatment comparison.

Main results
233 articles were identified of which 40 (37 different studies) met the selection criteria. There were 26 articles of psychological treatment and 14 articles of psychological treatments. 21 studies compared active drugs with placebo. In the 9 studies that compared heterocyclic drugs with placebo, heterocyclic drugs reduced the post treatment Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) score (mean difference = −5.78, 95% CI = −8.31 to −3.25, effect size = −0.72, CI = 1.14 to −0.31). Other drugs compared with placebo showed smaller effects with some showing a statistically significant benefit (fluoxetine, trazadone, and phenelzine; HDRS differences = −2.40, −7.50, and −0.75, respectively). Overall, anti-anxiety drugs were not better than placebo. In the 17 studies that compared active drugs with active drugs, no differences existed between the treatment groups. Serotonin reuptake inhibitors appeared to be as effective as heterocyclic drugs. 12 studies compared psychological treatments with control treatments. Psychological treatments were classified as “rational” (cognitive or behavioural) or “emotive” (supportive or dynamic). In the 4 studies that compared rational psychological treatment with an untreated control group, rational psychological treatment reduced the after treatment HDRS score (mean difference = −7.25, CI = −10.10 to −4.40, effect size = −1.23, CI = −1.83 to −0.63). This was not the case when rational treatments were compared with patients in a control group that received similar attention (2 studies, effect size = −0.50, CI = −1.37 to 0.37) or emotive therapy (4 studies, effect size = −0.35, CI = −0.93 to 0.22). None of the 4 studies comparing emotive treatment with an untreated control found a statistically significant benefit for emotive therapy.

Conclusion
In older ambulatory patients with mild to moderate depression, antidepressant drugs are more effective than placebo and rational psychological therapies are more effective than a no treatment control.
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Abstract and commentary also published in ACP Journal Club

Commentary

There are no high quality randomised, placebo controlled trials of drug or psychological therapy in the acute phase of old age depressive illness of whatever severity, and none could now be done for ethical reasons.1 Thus, a meta-analysis of severity, and none could now be done for old age depressive illness of whatever psychological therapy in the acute phase placebo controlled trials of drug or placebo showed smaller effects with some showing a statistically significant benefit (fluoxetine, trazadone, and phenelzine; HDRS differences = −2.40, −7.50, and −0.75, respectively). Overall, anti-anxiety drugs were not better than placebo. In the 17 studies that compared active drugs with active drugs, no differences existed between the treatment groups. Serotonin reuptake inhibitors appeared to be as effective as heterocyclic drugs. 12 studies compared psychological treatments with control treatments. Psychological treatments were classified as “rational” (cognitive or behavioural) or “emotive” (supportive or dynamic). In the 4 studies that compared rational psychological treatment with an untreated control group, rational psychological treatment reduced the after treatment HDRS score (mean difference = −7.25, CI = −10.10 to −4.40, effect size = −1.23, CI = −1.83 to −0.63). This was not the case when rational treatments were compared with patients in a control group that received similar attention (2 studies, effect size = −0.50, CI = −1.37 to 0.37) or emotive therapy (4 studies, effect size = −0.35, CI = −0.93 to 0.22). None of the 4 studies comparing emotive treatment with an untreated control found a statistically significant benefit for emotive therapy.

Secondly, many studies were far too short (about 1 in 4 lasted only 4 weeks). The recommended length of time for a trial of antidepressant drugs at therapeutic dose in older patients is now deemed to be 6 weeks,2 and possibly longer.

Thirdly, the HDRS was the most commonly used outcome measure. The authors correctly state that the HDRS might have been unsatisfactory for less severely ill patients because of its heavy weighting on somatic items. In fact it is less suitable for any older depressed patients because non-depressed old people may score positively on these items.

The observation that “...attention alone may be an effective treatment” supports Blanchard’s et al recent finding that such patients responded to simple intervention from a community nurse.3 The good practice point from this review is that time spent talking might be as effective as a drug.
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